Measuring the temperature below Hurricane Laura
Underwater instruments collect vital data that can help predict the intensity of storms.

A new season of Ocean Encounters is on the horizon
Seat belts on! We're blasting off to 'Oceans Beyond Earth' Wed. Sept. 16, at 7:30 p.m. EDT

How long does plastic persist in the sea?
WHOI chemists work to clarify the lifetimes of plastic across the industrial spectrum

Are you the future of ocean science?
Get a doctoral degree in applied ocean science and engineering. Apply to the MIT-WHOI Joint Program by Dec. 15

It's the last day to enter your photos for a chance to win!
WHOI's 'Our Ocean in Focus' photo contest will close tonight at 11:59 p.m. EDT

WHOI IN THE NEWS
BBC NEWS
'SharkCam' films basking sharks off Scotland

THE ATLANTIC
Penguins Are Nature’s Best Snugglers

COSMOS MAGAZINE
More insights into the complexity of coral

GO ANACORTES
Atlantis getting 'midlife fitting' at Dakota Creek

SURFRIDER FOUNDATION BLOG
Radioactive liquid effluent releases at San Onofre: How worried should we be?